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My mom used this proverb, “You can catch more flies with honey than with
vinegar, “often when I was a teen, during those snarky years. She was right
because simply stated, it means be nice and people will be more likely to work
with you or help you out.
This also holds true for dogs, in training and general care. A long time ago, we
trained very methodically and with pain. It’s an effective tactic for the German
breeds. Our first pointing dog, Flinte was a Deutsch Drahthaar. This was the
toughest dog we’ve ever encountered and he was a great pheasant hunter,
maybe one of the best, but he was tough on the house, tough on us, and not my
favorite dog. But this dog taught us about consistency and about training with
pain. When a task was taught, you turned up the juice on the e-collar and Flinte
figured out a way to turn the juice off and complete the task. It was a relatively
simple training method. But let’s face it, not all dogs brains work that way.
After Flinte, we invested in French Brittanies. They are a different type of dog.
They can do everything a Deutsch Drahthaar can do but they are easier to live
with and so much better looking. Sorry DD fans. The French dogs are smart
and soft, they don’t take pain well and are sensitive. We found a new way to
train.
With all breeds come differences and you must train smart and consistent to get
the most out of your dog. Take the time to know your dog and know how
much pressure each dog can take because by going too far, you create problems
that will take longer to undo than if you would have stopped two steps prior.
Train with energy and joy. Dogs respond to positive motivation. Teach them
they can’t fail and they will believe you. If you want a dog to succeed, teach
them to win. If you push too far and they fail the task during a training session,
then you have just taught them to fail in the field, test, or trial.
So back to the proverb, “You can catch more flies with honey than vinegar.” Be
nice to one another, train your dog with joy and energy and you will be
rewarded with good friends and great dogs.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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*Encore: Ask Butch by Butch Nelson
*This Ask Butch column is reprinted with permission of the author.
Butch: Here is my situation: I have a young EB, 2 ½ years old, who has performed well in the
field until this spring (2015). She has been great at coursing the field, finding and pointing birds
with good finds after the bird is down. In the past she has been a consistent retriever in the field.
During winter and spring of 2015 she hunted on a preserve with pheasant, chucker, and huns. In
early April she started not to retrieve.
My question is: I have heard the term “partial force break.” Could you describe this process and
suggest if it may be appropriate to use to correct her nonretrieving behavior? Thanks, Ken
Ken: There are many reasons why a dog quits retrieving; too hot and gets choked trying to bring
back doves or sharptails, gets spurred by a rooster pheasant, we get upset and verbally or
physically abuse them during the retrieve, another dog rips it from their mouth or, in lots of cases,
finding more birds is much more fun than bringing back a bird shot up from too big a shot or too
tight a pattern. My personal opinion is retrieving is just as important as pointing if not more in a
hunting dog. With that in mind let's look at what can be done.
Most consider a full fledged force-break. I won't go into detail as it's easy to find lots of info on the
web. Basically, it's the dog learning to turn off pain by holding onto something. It's a very
powerful technique to achieve the greatest retriever possible. It takes at least six weeks or more
and patience on the handler's part is crucial. You pinch an ear or toe and the dog screams with
mouth wide open and you put a bumper or bird where it belongs. As Delmar Smith, of American
Brittany fame once said, "It will bold a shy dog up". It takes two weeks of pain followed by four
weeks of praise is his reasoning.
An alternative to this is what I call a partial force-break. You can easily start this in your house
watching TV. You call the dog to your side, put a finger or two under the dog's collar and insert a
pencil, dummy (small), old sock or anything handy in it's mouth. Do not use a hot dog at first as
I'm sure it will only be used once and say "fetch". Lots of trainers will use the command to "hold"
but fetch means the same; to hold till the drop or give command is given. Once the dog is holding
Continued on page 3
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Ask Butch - Continued from page 2
it's time to go outside and use the command "heal" at the same time the dog is holding. It's a fairly
simple transition from a dummy to a bird by going back and using a dead bird and say "fetch".
Then go back outside and say heal.
You can see where we're going with this. If at any time the dog drops the object before the
command all we need to do is put it back in the dog's mouth. By this time the dog will open kindly
and as a reminder will hold. Hope this clarifies the difference between force-break and partial
force-break. Both require bunches of patience and whispering the commands. Good luck and
happy retrieving. Butch
Dear Butch , I have a new pup and am wondering if you can provide some guidance on house
training? Thanks, Bob
Bob...No matter how young we are a new puppy is just what the good doctor ordered. The dreams of
future days afield with this tiny bundle of fur and the amazing feat of pointing and retrieving a three
pound rooster with claws and all seems far away but will happen in a blink. Take pictures as few will
believe without proof. At this stage we must remember they are all champions and the pup must be
treated as such. At seven to eight weeks of age the pup has your total attention, a chauffeur and owns a
house complete with enough bathrooms to accommodate a large army on a Friday night leave. And
don't forget, the pup has three outlets that can explode with or without a command. Though it seems
overwhelming there is a solution.
Here's a list of needed materials:
Travel kennel---I said chauffeured I didn't say he could drive. You must be adamant about this. As a
pup sleeps so much at this age why not put him in a crate so pup is used to it when riding in a car. He''ll
also treat this bedroom as a safe spot and will escape to it when Tommy the Terrible shows up to play.
Newspaper---I prefer the daily news (it's mostly crap any way) for bedding just in case your alarm
fails. A point to consider: if you are a hard sleeper put the crate on your side of the bed. That way when
the pup's alarm goes off you will either hear it or receive a sharp pointed elbow to the ribs from
sleeping beauty resting next to you. You will awaken!
Patience---Lots.
E.S.P.---This is most important. If you haven't been to school lately sign up for a refresher course. "E."
The pup must and will go #1 and or #2 as soon as it's done Eating. "S." The pup must and will go #1 and
or #2 as soon as the pup awakes from Sleeping. "P." The pup must and will go #1 and or #2 as soon as he
is done Playing.
A pup's holding tank is so small it's got to unload. We think nothing of changing diapers or depends
but please just take our little champion outside. Go with the pup too. Don't just pitch the poor thing
through the storm door to do his business because the pup won't. I don't talk to the pup till the duty is

Continued on page 6
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Jim Paugh, a Friend to the Big Sky Club
On May 22nd “The Old Man”, “Jim”, “James T. Paugh”, a
real son of pioneers quietly saddled up for a ride long in
coming. He did not need to prepare as Jim was always
ready. A cowboy, sailor, student, father, rancher, poet,
and author “Jim” is as uncommon a man as his last name
“Paugh” which ranks 9,017 for surnames in the United
States. Uncommon and yet very simple in his rules for
life. Rules like, it is better to work hard now than later, or
treat all men and woman as you wish to be treated, and
ride west in the morning and easts in the afternoon.
Jim was born on July 27th, 1927 in Fort Benton “The town that birthed Montana” and two years later
he began a circular journey that took a long break in the Gallatin Valley. In the Valley he ranched,
found love, married Marlys Ishmael and raised six strong-willed daughters. The third daughter,
Karen, is the keeper of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton trial. In his mid-seventies Jim got restless and
in the spring of 2006, at the age of 78, uprooted the whole shooting match and replanted it on a
ranch near Coffee Creek just 25 miles southeast of Fort Benton. At Coffee Creek he had a little more
room and spare time and filled it riding, learning new things like kayaking, and completing the
book his mother Dorothy had started “Always Moving West”.
The air is a little damp on the morning of May 22nd as a trace of rain passed in the night. Sitting his
horse, the Old Man looks back at the ranch and remembers 89 years of riding, 64 years of marriage,

6 daughters, as many son-in-laws, 16 grandkids, 7 great-grandsons, uncountable friends, and more
adventures than most two men will know. Looking east Jim reads the morning sky which promises
a dry day and a Montana breeze from the west. With a slight nod and a tip of his hat he reins the
horse around and heads northwest at a measured pace that should bring him to the Missouri Breaks
and Fort Benton by night fall completing the Journey he began so many years ago.
Editors Note: Jim was a friend to the Big Sky Club, allowing us to run dogs on his land. He never failed to
show up at the trial banquets to entertain and dole out a bit of wisdom. A few years back we stayed
in the cabin and I had snuck in for a quick shower. Jim had been sent on an errand to the cabin,
only to encounter me coming out of the shower. My presence didn’t phase him, I said hello and he
checked on the baking potatoes. I suppose after raising six girls, the sight of another didn’t bother
him. We laughed about our encounter at dinner. The potatoes were delicious. Jim’s quiet manner,
stories, wisdom, advise, and tall cowboy hat will be missed by the Big Sky Club and all who knew
him.
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Book Review: The Ko ehler Metho d o f Do g Tra ining
And The Koehler Method of Open Obedience for Ring,
Home and Field by Koehler, William, R. (1962). Howell Book House, NY,
The Koehler method of Dog Training
receives a must read and must own
rating for when all else fail you can open
Koehler and train the dog.
There are only a handful of individuals in
the world that have ever accomplished
more with a dog than William R.
Koehler. He was the trainer for Walt
Disney Studios for more than 20 years.
While he trained many dogs for movies
like “The shaggy Dog”, and “Big Red”,
he also trained a cat in the “Incredible
Journey”. Koehler wrote six books but
the two above are what I recommend for
the hunting, trialing, testing and showing fraternities and sororities. All of his books are out of
print, but you can be easily find them for under $15 bucks (including shipping) off the web or you
can download them for free. I paid $6 and $7 for mine and while one has some scribbling and both
have a torn page or two, I can read every line which is all that matters.

Koehler recognizes that dogs are not people and in his words believes: “not all dogs wish to please,
and some are even viciously resentful problem dogs”. However, he also believes that all dogs even
these problem dogs have a “moral right to the training needed to rehabilitate them.” Anyone that
has been around dogs for any length of time will have a dog that just does not “get it” or a dog that
refuses to “get it”. Koehler’s book or books will reach any and all of these dogs as well as the easy
to each dog that actually represents the majority of dogs. His methods are not for the wishy-washy
or sensitive soul that would rather have an ill mannered if not dangerous pet than make them
squeal, but they are for a person who understands that dogs are bred to serve their master and only
a well trained dog can serve his or her master properly.
Koehler’s training methods are clearly defined in easy to follow stages. They are written for the
novice. He believed to write for anyone other than the novice would be a disservice. He felt that
adding advanced mumbo-jumbo into the lesson encouraged experimentation or misinterpretation
and resulted in a dog full of faults. So every sequence is boiled down to the simplest and most
effect steps defined by hundreds of dogs over plus twenty years of experience.
Continued on page 6
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Book Review - Continued from page 5
The training procedures are based on a simple belief that a self-taught dog will do right every
time if there are self-directed consequences that are far less pleasant than any pleasure the pooch
might achieve by doing otherwise. The book describes how to teach the pup to quickly figure out
what is being asked of it by making any unwanted action more unpleasant than the right one - not
once or the second time but always and every time. The training steps are surprisingly simple,
basic really, and require little more than a check cord, choke chain, and a couple retrieving
dummies.
The book “The Koehler Method of Dog Training” does an excellent job of providing the reader with
the tool needed to have a dog with impeccable manners; from general obedience (come, heal, sit,
stay and no barking) to difficult habits to address like fighting and biting. The book “The Koehler
Method of Open Obedience” covers retrieving, heel, drop on recall, agility type things, and how to
be polished in the ring. While I would recommend acquiring both books, either one will teach
you the Koehler’s method.

Lastly, Koehler has a few “drastic methods” that are designed to deal with the disturbed dog.
They are drastic and are the difference between restoring an animal to the fold or “putting it to
sleep”.
Again these are great training references for a great price. My belief is the good buying price is
temporary and they will go up as the supply of books gets consumed, so I advise finding one now
and adding them to your library before it is too late.

Encore Ask Butch - Continued from page 3
done and then lavish the pup till the last drop falls. Another thought is do not let him tank up on
water right before bedtime. Timing is of the essence or fragrance depending on your timing. Above
all, have patience. In no time your pup will be hollering to go outside and then it's time to go fry
bigger fish. As a last thought; rubbing a pup's nose in the puddle or pile after the fact doesn't work. It
only makes for severe chest hair and a swollen neck...Butch

Butch Nelson has been training bird dogs for over 40 years. and owns and operates Hyalite
Kennels in Denton Montana.
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Strokes, Seizures &Old Dogs
One of our old dogs, we run the senior center for dogs, had a seizure last Friday. It was a grand mal
seizure. Fortunately, I was right with her from the start to the finish. It was frightening because I had
never witnessed anything like it. I stayed calm and helped our dog through it. I have to be honest, I
wasn’t sure she would be alive come Monday. But after a rough couple of days, Sunday evening, this
dog decided she would come back to us.
This is what happened: She began bumping into walls around the house. Then about five minutes later
she stumbled a bit more then fell to the ground, became stiff and experienced a series of muscle spasms.
This lasted for about five more minutes. Slowly, she regained consciousness and attempted to get up.
She was weak, but was able to walk to another spot where she continued to recover. Her eyes did not
focus but rather flickered much like a black and white movie screen. We allowed her to rest and kept
watch over her. She slowly gained more strength but was a bit wobbly in her gait and constantly sought
out water. We took this as a good sign.
After awhile she went outside to relieve herself and she was able to do this too, another good sign. She
continued to lap water but would often end up vomiting out water and bile. While her motor skills
continued to improve, I was concerned she wasn’t eating or keeping down liquids. On Sunday, two
days after the seizure, she had quit vomiting but still wasn’t eating. We decided to try yoghurt. Lots of
good calories and fats in this yoghurt so we gave it a try. She lapped some of it up. Realizing that dogs
cannot live on yoghurt, we knew she had to start eating. We started slow, but by Sunday evening, she
ate her regular portion of food.
She is now eating and moving as if nothing happened. I am convinced her recovery is partially credited
to our attention and affection. Everyone took turns keeping vigil over Foxie, reassuring her. While she
is not out of the woods, things look good for now. At 14 years old, anything can happen. We did talk to
our vet who deals out common sense advice. He has a do no harm philosophy, same as ours and said if
she is doing well, then he does not need to see her. She was in about a month ago for a physical and she
was very healthy. Of course if something changes, we will pay him a visit.
About Strokes and Seizures: A stroke is loss of blood flow to parts of the brain that leads to neurologic
abnormalities. There are two mechanisms that cause strokes in dogs: an obstruction in blood vessels
(ischemic strokes) which occur due to blood clots, tumor cells, clumps of platelets, bacteria and
parasites; and bleeds in the brain (hemorrhagic strokes), which result from the rupture of blood vessels
or clotting disorders.
A seizure is the result of electrical malfunction in the brain, when an electrical storm in the brain causes
seizure symptoms. Seizures can also signal underlying medical conditions. Seizures also can be caused
by strokes, although the root cause of a stroke is physical rather than electrical.
Dogs can recover well from strokes, often within only a few weeks. However, some permanent damage
or changes can remain. A one time seizure might not require any specific treatment. If your dog is
experiencing regular epileptic seizures, however, your veterinarian might prescribe anti-seizure
medications.
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Adaptive Training By Peter Wa x
May 1st and the snow has
finally melted, the ponds are
open and the water
temperature is above 40
degrees signaling the beginning of the second season the
“Training Season”. Few of us
have the time or grounds to
fully train a versatile gundog
in a single training season.
Most of us have jobs, kids, an
aging parent or parents, live in
town, and have to rely on the
kindness of a rural
resident or residents for land
to train on. Combine this with
some of us being foolish enough to train for versatile tests like those administered by North
American Versatile Hunting Dog Association or the Jagdgebauchshundverein and the training
season sometimes becomes the frustration season. Frustrating because this type testing requires
not only a fair amount of space but also multiple habitats and the world is becoming over run with
rules and restriction that have pushed the dog into a corner.

While frustrating, the solution is to not let anything get you and your dog down, instead use
frustration to fuel the drive to adapt and overcome. To prevent failing, you need to recognize that
the adaptive process is not instantaneous and at least initially it will likely slow you down. Accept
this. Accept this so that you do not make the mistake of taking this frustration out on your pooch
who would gladly train on the roof top if you asked. Also recognize that the inferior training
locations and shorten times on the ground means that what use to take a season to train might now
take two or even three seasons and that this extra time is not a reflection of the quality of your dog.
So how do we adapt. Well one example is if you cannot train on an acreage in most states the
section-lines belong to the public and you can run you dog up and down them for exercise and
even do a little training. My suggestions is to pick one that has a dead end. There are negatives
associated with training on a section line but as in all things there is a positive flipside as well. The
biggest negative of running on section line is the barbwire. By the end of summer of running back
and forth, your dogs will get cut by barbwire so often they will look like a Frank Frazetta painting
Continued on page 9
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Adaptive Training - Continued from page 8
of Conan the Barbarian but the flipside is they will know how to take a long straight line for the
retrieve.
Another example of adaptation is traveling an hour or more one way to do water work and making
the trip on Monday through Wednesday to avoid the Baptist and Methodist Preachers, Game
Warden, Sheriff and all the other busy bodies who feel any dog off the leash is a risk to every living
creature on earth and civilization as we know it today. I am personally prepared to adapt my
water work to the dead of night. In a recent test of this option, I found my dogs did not seem to
notice it was 1:00AM and dark as the inside of a hat. In fact they happily swam across searching
and as an unexpected positive the glow stick attached to their collars allowed me to track their
progress in the cattails better then in broad daylight.
Another adaption needed in the modern day dog trainer is picking only a portion of the trained
dog to complete each summer. For example, a fully trained retriever will be force broke, have a
clean delivery/presentation, and will retrieve from a blind send, multiple blind sends, take a line
for at least a couple hundred yards, and when appropriate track or expand into an independent
search. These can all be trained in a single year if you work five days a week but if you have to
wait for the weekend it is unlikely that you will get this accomplished in a single year and that is
not your dog’s fault that belongs to you. So pick a portion of this training to perfect and just
introduce the others.
Another way we as dog owners we need to adapt is to be less introverted. We need to set aside the
centuries of being quiet wildlife conservationists to a unified voice that can be heard. It is fairly
clear based on the number of cattle grazing on wildlife management areas that those with the ability to apply political pressure are listened to and those without are not.
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Snoring By Pete Wa x
Author’s Note: I am a environmental scientist by trade and I am often in the field collecting environmental
data. Following is letter (slightly modified) that I wrote Butch Nelson about my summer intern
Joshua.
My summer intern has finally flown back home to play video games or
whatever young folks from Minnesota do when they are unemployed
and living with Momma. His name is Joshua, and while he might not
have been Moses’ first pick to lead his people across the Jordan River to
the Promise Land he was all and all a good and honest hand.
Joshua is not thin, in fact he is securely nested into the non-medical classification of fat. Even his hands and feet are fat which cut into his dexterity
to the point that if it was windy I had to put the filter assembly together
and load the filter or he would let the whole stack blow away long before he ever grasped a single
filter with the petite tweezers. He also could not load into a boat with anything that resembled
grace but that is another story for another time. With the oil boom here, Josh and I often could not
find a hotel in the western portions of the State and so we would camp. Since Josh had his own
tent, and when we camped I paid the fee and always brought red hotdogs this was more than
adequate to a starving college student who would just as soon save all his money for beer once the
new semester started.
The first time we ever set up camp we got in with plenty of daylight left and I placed my tent on
one end of the site and he set his up in the middle. We than feasted on hotdogs and shared a few
spirits before turning in just as the stars were starting to twinkle. As Josh zipped open his tent he
mentioned that he was more than ready for some shuteye and I believed him as before I could get
my bag set up right he started to snore. And snore he did. First in one language and then another
and then even in harmony like that guy I once saw on the Johnnie Carlson show.
Well I tried everything. I put stuff in my ears, I covered my head in the pillow, I even hummed a
little but as the night wore on his snoring increased in volume and bizarreness. At one point he
did a who, who, who thing and that was when the great horned
owl joined in – you cannot make this up. With each volley of
snoring the owl would respond with the classic “WHO…...whowho...Who” As Josh continued to snore the owl took it as a
challenge and flew to a branch directly overhanging his tent and
echoed his Who’s in response to Joshua’s chorus of cackles,
grunts and whouts. It was so loud it was startling and yet Joshua never woke up and just kept right on snoring.
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Snoring - Continued from page 10
Well, the Owl and Josh in chorus was more than I could take and
so I climbed out of my bag to move camp. As I emerged from
my tent there was a coyote sitting in the middle of camp
mesmerized by the sounds emitting from the orange Marmot
tent. Before I climbed the rest of the way out, I took a careful
look around to make sure there were no pink elephants or
anything else around. Once I was sure I was awake and not
hallucinating I climbed the rest of the way out and both the
coyote and the owl quietly disappeared into the night. Cursing my carelessness for not bringing a
flashlight I pulled all my stakes and dragged my tent – gear, clothing and bag still inside to the
edge of the camping area and reset with just the four corner anchored and laid down for the
remaining hours of the night - Just as I got comfortable Joshua quit snoring.

The Power of Dogs and Family by Pierre Wilems

When she was 9 years old or so, my grand-daughter made this one "Annie (her gramma) shot a
partridge" !!! The dogs are of course, Epagneul Bretons!
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Photo Gallery

Black Jax
Photo by Bob Clayton

The cat's tail is fascinating to Lippia Du Hameau
De Sorney
Photo by Pierre Wilems

TAN, in France. Commentary by the judge. From left to
right: assessor Bill Kelley USA - judge Pierre Willems
(kennel "du Hameau de Sorny")- candidate Daniel
Faucon (kennel "de la Haie des Dames") - bird planter
Philippe Aublin (kennel "des Deux Pierres Bleues")

Gigi on Point
Photo by Bob Clayton
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Photo Gallery

Jumping Guss Du Hameau De Sorny spring FT Champion and autumn FT Champion owned by J..Requena
photo by J-C.Piat

Just one year old Melisse Du Hameau De Sorny
bred and owned by Pierre A. Willems

Photo provided by Pierre Wilems

Photo by Pierre Wilems

Wilson’s Snipes can be found in all types of wet, marshy settings, including bogs, fens, alder
and willow swamps, wet meadows, and along rivers and ponds. They avoid areas with tall, dense
vegetation, but need patches of cover to hide in and to provide a safe lookout for predators. In the
western U.S., look for Wilson’s Snipes in wetlands with sedges, rushes, and cattails, including wet
pastures and other agricultural fields.

This elusive bird sleeps much of the day, then feeds around dusk and dawn. They probe for insect
larvae and other prey in marshes, bogs, along pond and river edges, and in other wet settings, using
the sensory receptors at the tip of their long, straight bills to locate food. Despite their somewhat
pudgy, unbalanced look, Wilson’s Snipe are strong, fast flyers reaching speeds of more than 60
miles per hour. If you flush one, it will burst from
cover with a characteristic zigzagging flight that
distinguishes it from other sandpipers.
Approximately 105,000 Wilson's Snipe were taken
annually by hunters between 2006 and 2010 in the
U.S. and Canada combined; this number was
probably several times higher during the midtwentieth century.
From: www.allaboutbirds.org
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Photo Gallery
Why I love my dogs
by Bob Clayton

Gigi

Josie

Jaxon
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Recipe: Rhubarb Dream Bars*
It’s that time of year when there is an abundance of tender rhubarb. Don’t waste it and let
this tasty item go to seed, harvest it for use. If you have too much, give some away or dice it
and freeze for later use.
Ingredients:


2 C all purpose Flour



2/3 C confectioners’ sugar



1 C butter



3 C white sugar



1 ½ tsp salt



½ C all purpose flour



4 eggs, beaten



4 ½ C chopped fresh rhubarb

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C). In a medium bowl, mix together 2 cups of
flour, confectioners' sugar and butter until it forms a dough, or at least the butter is in small
crumbs. Press into the bottom of a 9x13 inch baking dish.
Bake for 10 minutes in the preheated oven. While this bakes, whisk together the white sugar,
salt, flour and eggs in a large bowl. Stir in rhubarb to coat. Spread evenly over the baked
crust when it comes out of the oven.
Bake for another 35 minutes in the preheated oven, or until rhubarb is tender. Cool and cut
into squares to serve.
*from: allrecipes.com
Do you have a recipe to share with the whoa Post readers?
Please send it to Sherry Niesar, Whoa Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com

I feel sorry for people who don't have dogs. I hear they
have to pick up food they drop on the floor.
Anonymous
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Breeders
Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com
Chantant K-3 Kennel
Norman & Judy Pope
popecpa23@gmail.com
605-724-2533, 303-324-9972
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@outlook.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com
Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Stud Dogs
1. CHF-Wild NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour *
Hip Rating - A ( France)
*Frozen Semen only
2. CHF-W F'Nat du mas d'Pataula ("Pride")
TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete the
membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders who raise
UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is sent directly to
over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page. Provide your
information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name, Phone, Email, Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name, Phone, Email,7 Website
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Up Coming Events
August 26 & 27, 2017
Northern Plains EB Gun Dog Club Wild Bird Trail
& TAN, Timber Lake, SD
Field Trial Secretary: Norman Pope 605-724-2533
or popecpa23@gmail.com
September 9 & 10, 2017
Club De L'Epagneul Breton Inc., Mount-Laurier
Quebec, Canada
Wild Trial & Water Trial
Field Trial Secretary: Reynald Lefebvre,
450.585.6242

Sept. 16 & 17, 2017
Heart of the Prairie EB Gun Dog Club
Green Valley, IL
Liberated Field Trial
Field Trial Secretary: Clint LaFary, 309.231.8868
October 21 & 22, 2017
CEB – US
Bloomfield, IA
Wild Field Trial, TAN, Water Field Trial
Field Trial Secretary: Clint LaFary, 309.231.8868

Whoa Post Market Place
Puppies: Epagneul Breton litter whelped May 1st.
Orange/wht/roan females available. Sire: GUN Evian
Jacque Montique, our "Jack", OFA Excellent. Dam: Lady in Red VII,
"Lass" OFA (prelim) Good. Excellent hunting lines.
More info/pics at FirelightBirdDogs.com.
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:









Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please
Sallyrenew
Says: your
“Hey
and mentors
membership
to theto
Boss! It’s time
Receive advance notice of special events
Bigpay
Skyour
Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form
is below. dues!”
membership
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee
is $20 - individuals $30 - family or $50 - business
(Business membership receive a business card size ad in
the Whoa Post for the year.)
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership
Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual _____ $30 Family _____ $50 Business_____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

